The truck operator map identifies the Wisconsin highways for operation of vehicles and combinations of vehicles the overall lengths of which cannot be limited.

Only the overall length is unlimited on the green designated long truck routes.

The length of the trailers operated as part of the combination may be limited. Trans. 276 clarifies other statutory provisions or federal rules affecting the weight, width, and length of vehicles and combinations of vehicles and the number of vehicles in combination. Wisconsin Truck Operators map conforms to Highways and Transportation Laws and Rules, Chapter Trans. 276, Size and Weight of Vehicles and Vehicle Combinations.

75' tractor-semi trailer combinations and 53' semitrailers with a 43' kingpin to rear axle distance

§ 348.07(2)(a)5 and §348.07(2)(g)5 allow the operation of 75' tractor-semi trailer combinations and 53' semitrailers with 43' kingpin to rear axles distances to operate on all highways in Wisconsin except the routes identified in §348.07(4)4m. Those restricted routes are identified on this map as the red 60' restricted truck routes. Trans 276.02(fm) prohibits the operation of semitrailers longer than 48 feet on the 60' restricted truck routes.